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The thresholdless, hysteresis-free V-shapeelectro-opticalswitching in surface-stabilized ferroelectric liquid
crystals, observed usually with a triangular voltage form, has been shown to be rather an apparent and not a
real effect. Strictly speaking, it is observed only at one characteristic frequencyf i and is accompanied by an
inversion of the electro-optical hysteresis direction from the normal to the abnormal one. The switchingof the
director in a liquid crystal layer atf i , in reality, has a threshold and a normal hysteresis. Even the optical
transmittance shows a hysteresis atf i when it is plotted as a function of the voltage on the liquid crystal layer
and not as a function of the total voltage on the liquid crystal cell which always includes the inner insulating
layers. Due to these layers, a voltage divider is formed which includes the capacitance of the insulating layers
and the dynamic impedance~capacitance and resistance! of the ferroelectric liquid crystal layer. The new
explanation has been confirmed by experiments with different ferroelectric liquid crystal cells combined with
external resistors and capacitors and by measurements of a strong dependence off i on the liquid crystal
resistance which was varied over three orders of magnitude. A theoretical analysis of the problem has also been
made using certain approximations for material parameters and the space dependence of the sine form of the
electric field in the liquid crystal layer. The conclusions are qualitatively consistent with the experimental
results. Finally, the dynamic problem has been solved numerically by taking into account of all the relevant
parameters~in the absence of flow and irregularities in the cell plane! and the obtained results are in excellent
correspondence with the experiment. This has been demonstrated for sets of material and cell parameters
providing the best V-shape performance.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.021701 PACS number~s!: 61.30.Cz, 61.30.Gd, 42.79.Kr
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ferroelectric liquid crystals~FLC’s! having a chiral smec-
tic C* structure, possess an intrinsic polarity, and can
driven to ‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off’’ states by an external ac voltage. I
a confined geometry, when the FLC structure is stabilized
surfaces, the two ferroelectric states have memory and
electro-optical switching of the FLC’s manifests a thresh
behavior with a characteristic hysteresis@1#. However, in
some applications the threshold is undesirable becaus
does not allow for the realization of gray scale. Several p
lications deal with a so-called ‘‘V-shape’’ or ‘‘thresholdless
switching mode of ferroelectric and antiferroelectric~AFLC!
liquid crystals @2,3#. In this case, a cell with a bookshe
alignment of smectic layers is placed between crossed po
izers with the smectic layer axis along the electric vector
the incident light. When a triangular voltage waveform
applied to the cell, in a certain~narrow! range of frequencies
the field-induced optical transmission acquires the V-sh
form without threshold and hysteresis.

The thresholdless switching has been shown to be acc
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panied by a change of the hysteresis direction from the n
mal to the abnormal one@4#. For the latter, the polarization
and optical axis do not seem to lag behind the field, but
ahead of the field, in contradiction with common sense.
fact, the genuine V-shape switching is observed only at
hysteresis inversion frequency (f i) and this regime arises
typically at very low frequencies, depending on the thickne
dp of the aligning layers~typically, at room temperaturef i

50.01– 10 Hz fordp530– 100 nm!. In fact, as shown below
the genuine V-shape switching is only observed just at
hysteresis inversion frequency.

The mechanism for V-shape switching is currently und
discussion in the literature. Fukuda’s group insists@4,5# that
this regime is only observed in particular antiferroelectr
ferrielectric, or other~like SmX* ! phases, in which the azi
muthal direction of the tilt is ‘‘fluctuating’’ from layer to
layer ~frustrated phases! and the electric field aligns all the
individual layer polarizations into one direction~two-
dimensional Langevin model!. In this consideration, the in
sulating layers are important by their indirect role in infl
encing the inversion of hysteresis due to the ionic char
accumulated on them@4#.

Experiments, however, do not support the Lange
model for the SmX* phase@6#. Instead, it has been con

tu-
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cluded that V-shape switching is only possible when a liq
crystal cell has a chevron structure, and even a question
been posed if conventional ferroelectric phases might m
fest V-shape switching. Rudquistet al. @7# ~see also@3#! an-
swer this question positively: according to their ‘‘bloc
model,’’ any conventional FLC with a large self-interactin
spontaneous polarization (Ps) automatically forms a block
of uniformly oriented localPs with kinks in the director field
at both interfaces. Under external fields the whole block
switched and the kinks play the role of a surface lubricant
the director reorientation. The dielectric layers are suppo
to play a crucial role in keeping charges necessary to st
lize such a block-kink structure. Very highPs and screening
of the field in the liquid crystal layer are necessary in t
model @8#. It has been especially stressed that the switch
of polarization is thresholdless due to the formation
‘‘blocks’’ mentioned above@9#. Despite the fact that numeri
cal calculations made for a certain set of parameters see
support this model, it contradicts the fact that FLC’s w
low and even very lowPs manifest the same phenomenon

Other models@10,11# relate the V-shape switching t
strong polar anchoring of AFLC’s to polymer aligning laye
although some experiments point towards the opposite
dency@4#. Numerical calculations@12# have shown a positive
role of a thick~1 mm! polymer layer in contact with a con
ductive FLC layer in promoting V-shape electro-optical r
sponse. However, no experimental data have been prese
to verify these calculations. Finally, Cˇ opič et al. @13# have
found theoretically the conditions under which a V-sha
electro-optical response can be realized in FLC layers w
alignment layers. It was assumed that slow, zero-field di
sion of ions through a FLC cell plays the main role in t
effect, that the polarization is large, and that the elec
torque is zero. The zero torque is required either for the fi
E50 or for the polarizationP normal to the cell electrodes
The ionic free carriers make the internal electric field in t
FLC’s inhomogeneous. This modifies the director distrib
tion and the optical properties of the cell. Again, no expe
ments have been reported to support this consideration
general, the analysis of the literature shows that the me
nism for ‘‘V-shape’’ switching is still under discussion an
even regarded as ‘‘mysterious.’’ Therefore, up to now,
correct approach has been found for the development o
ther new materials or the technology for proper cell prepa
tion.

It is very strange that, in all of the listed works, one e
tremely important point has been missed. In fact, the con
tions for the correct observation of the hysteresis are
fulfilled: the polarization or the optical response must
plotted as a function of the voltage on the FLC layer and
as a function of the voltage on the two layer system incl
ing the FLC layer attached to a thick polymer layer.

Our experiments with a number of FLC’s have shown t
true V-shape switching is always observed only at the
quency (f i) of hysteresis inversion, which is mainly dete
mined by the parameters of the voltage divider formed by
aligning ~or/and dielectric! layer and the FLC layer. Withou
such a divider the V-shape regime does not exist at all,
recent experiments of Seomunet al. @14# on cells prepared
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without aligning layers confirm this unequivocally. Besid
the impedance, other properties of a FLC~Ps , tilt angle,
viscosity, anchoring conditions, etc.! are also important fac-
tors for influencing bothf i and the particular form of the
V-shape response~for example, the saturation voltage!. The
aim of the present paper is to demonstrate the experime
proofs of our new approach, and on the basis of theoret
consideration and computer modeling, to discuss the p
pects for the development of new FLC materials~or probably
even AFLC’s! with a V-shape electro-optical response.

The paper is organized as follows. First we discuss
importance of the hysteresis inversion frequencyf i and co-
ercive field, which are the fundamental parameters relev
to the problem. Then we consider the equivalent electric
cuit of a FLC cell and the role of the voltage divider betwe
the aligning ~or additional dielectric! layer and the FLC
layer. After this we demonstrate how easily one can mani
late the frequencyf i by varying the external capacitors an
resistors. On this basis, we show the best performance c
acteristics of the real FLC cells. Then we theoretically co
sider the problem of hysteresis-free switching using an
proximation of relatively small values of the spontaneo
polarization and the resistivity of a FLC and find the dist
bution of the polarization and the electric field over the bu
of the FLC layer. Finally, we demonstrate the two particu
results of our computer simulations of the problem for a
of material and cell parameters, providing the best per
mance characteristics of the V-shape electro-optical swi
ing.

II. EXPERIMENT

In our experiments we used different FLC cells. All ce
were of the sandwich type, consisting of two glass pla
covered by transparent conductive films of indium-tin-oxi
~ITO!. On top of the ITO layers, aligning polyimide layers o
different thicknessdp were deposited by spin coating. The
thickness was determined by atomic force microsco
~AFM!, and as a rule, only one aligning layer was buffe
The gap between the plates was between 1 and 2mm and
installed with nanoscopic polymer balls located along
perimeter of the electrode overlapping areaA. The thickness
of the gapd was measured by the capacitance technique,
afterwards the cell was filled with a liquid crystal in th
isotropic phase.

All measurements have been carried out only in the sm
tic C* phase of the FLC’s as shown in Table I.

A particular material and cell were chosen according
the idea of the experiment. The textures and phase transit
were studied under a polarizing microscope. The kinetics
the repolarization currents and of the optical response of
FLC’s to triangular voltage form were investigated using
setup with an automatically rotating hot stage, a He-Ne la
a photomultiplier, and a digital oscilloscope HP54815A.

III. HYSTERESIS INVERSION FREQUENCY

Figure 1 illustrates a change in the hysteresis direction
cell No. 1 with the following parameters: two alignme
1-2
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TABLE I. FLC materials used in the present work (T525 °C).

Name Phase sequence
Ps

~nC/cm2!
Tilt angle
Q ~deg!

Viscosity
gw ~Pa s!b

Pitch
~mm!

FLC-422 ~LPIa! Cr-10 °C-SmC* -58 °C-SmA-80 °C-Iso 100 23.5 0.7 `

CS-1025~Chisso! Cr-23 °C-SmC* -62 °C-SmA-84 °C-N-90 °C-Iso 16.4 21 0.4 10
FLC-36 ~LPI! Cr→3 °C→SmC* →35 °C→SmA→62 °C→Iso 21 15 0.3 `

PBH-13 ~LPI! Cr-20 °C-SmC* -87 °C-SmA-100 °C-N-101 °C-Iso 130 35 0.4 0.2

aLebedev Physical Institute~Moscow!.
bRotational viscosity defined asgw5g0 sin2 Q.
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layers each of thicknessdp580 nm, FLC layer thicknessd
51.7mm, area A514318 mm2, and pitch-compensate
liquid crystal mixture FLC-422~see Table I!. The optical
transmittance of the cell induced by a triangular voltage fo
of amplitude68.3 V shows a typical thresholdless electr
optical behavior at a frequency of 7 Hz@Fig. 1~b!#. Below
and above this frequency an abnormal and normal hyste
is observed@see transmittance diagrams in Figs. 1~a! and
1~c!, respectively# for 1 and 50 Hz~arrows show the route o
the transmittance variation!. It should be noted that there i
another change of the hysteresis direction at a much hig
frequency at which the shape of the transmittance-volt
curve is more similar to the Greek letterL than to the Latin
V and the switching contrast is very low. We shall not d
cuss this case here.

The voltage difference between two transmission mini
seen in Figs. 1~a! and 1~c! is the doubled threshold voltag
2U th for the FLC switching. The genuine V-shape switchi
corresponds toU th50. In other words, at this condition th

FIG. 1. Transmittance of cell No. 1~FLC-422,d51.7mm, two
80-nm-thick polyimide layers! controlled by a triangular voltage
form 68.3 V at different frequencies~from top to bottom!: f
51, 7, and 50 Hz. Temperature 25 °C.
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coercive field vanishes. The frequency dependence of
threshold voltage for the same cell was measured very c
fully over the range of more than five orders of magnitu
and is shown in Fig. 2, curve 1. In the curve, the negat
~positive! values ofU th correspond to anomalous~normal!
hysteresis. The curve is quite different from that predicted
a simple FLC model@15#. One can see that, instead of
finite frequency range usually reported in the literatu
genuine~ideal! thresholdless switching is observed at on
one frequencyf i . It is evident that such a ‘‘magic’’ fre-
quency observed for all FLC’s studied must be related t
certain characteristic timet i51/2p f i dependent on materia
parameters.

IV. VOLTAGE DIVIDER

Our principal idea is that the ‘‘thresholdless, hysteres
free’’ V-shape switching is rather an apparent and not a r

FIG. 2. Threshold voltage for optical transmittance as a funct
of frequency for cell No. 1~FLC-422,d51.7mm, two 80-nm-thick
polyimide layers!. Curve 1: triangular voltage69 V is applied
directly to the cell electrodes. Curve 2: triangular voltage618 V
is applied to the cell through a capacitorC522 nF in series and
resistorR5180 kV in parallel with the cell as shown in Fig. 3~c!.
Temperature 21 °C.
1-3
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BLINOV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 021701 ~2002!
effect. The switching of the director of the liquid cryst
layer, in reality, always has a threshold and manifests
normal hysteresis if the optical transmittance is plotted a
function of thevoltage on the liquid crystal layerand not as
a function of thetotal voltage on the liquid crystal cell,
which always includes inner aligning-insulating layers. D
to these layers, a voltage divider forms between the insu
ing layers and the FLC layer and the liquid crystal suffer
reduced voltage with a considerable change in its form w
respect to the triangular voltage applied from a function g
erator.

Consider an equivalent electric circuit shown in Fig. 3~a!.
A typical cell with a V-shape response contains two th
polymer aligning layers, each about 50 nm thick, and
2-mm-thick FLC layer. With a cell area of 1 cm2, a dielectric
constant of the polyimide«p53.8 and specific resistanc
rp'1014 V cm, the polymer layer capacitance and res
tance are aboutCp'35 nF andRp'109 V, respectively.
The characteristic time constant istp5RpCp'35 s. If we
are not interested in frequenciesf !(2ptp)21'5 mHz, the
polymer resistance can be ignored and the circuit beco
simpler @see Fig. 3~b!#. For the sine form of the voltage,U
5U0 sinvt, applied to the circuit as shown in Fig. 3~b! ~with
fixed parameters!, the amplitude and phased of the voltage
across the FLC layer can be calculated easily as

FIG. 3. Equivalent circuits.~a! Cp and Rp are the permanen
capacitance and resistance of the polymer layer,CLC andRLC cor-
respond to the dynamic capacitance and resistance of the FLC l
U is total voltage applied to the cell, andULC is the voltage ‘‘seen’’
by the liquid crystal.~b! The same cell with resistance of polym
layer neglected.~c! Equivalent circuit of the cell with external ele
mentsC, R, andR1 .
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ULC52
vRLCCp

@11v2RLC
2 ~Cp1CLC!2#1/2U0 cos~vt1d!,

where tand5vRLC(Cp1CLC). The characteristic time of the
voltage divider istd5RLC(Cp1CLC) and is this time which
mainly predetermines the hysteresis inversion frequencytd
5t i51/2p f i .

With increasing field the dielectric constant of the FLC
and thereforeCLC decrease by more than one order of ma
nitude due to the suppression of the Goldstone mode. In
cells, the FLC resistance is also voltage dependent. Th
fore, bothCLC andRLC are dynamic components of the FL
impedance. It is also of principal importance that both
them, especiallyRLC , are strongly dependent on temper
ture. This explains why V-shape switching is much eas
observed at enhanced temperatures.

V. DEPENDENCE ON EXTERNAL ELEMENTS

In a FLC cell with V-shape response, the polymer lay
plays several roles: it aligns the liquid crystal, forms
shoulder for the voltage divider, and is also capable of d
charging any surface charges accumulated at the liq
crystal–polymer interface. The liquid crystal plays the ro
of a switcher and also contributes to a change in the divid
ratio. In order to prove the unique role of the voltage divid
we can liberate the polymer from the second two functio
and transfer them to the external electronic elements.
resistance of the liquid crystal can generally be control
either by doping the material with ionic impurities or b
temperature. However, we can also mimic these variati
using external resistors parallel to the FLC resistance.

Figure 3~c! shows the same model cell as before w
additionalC, R, andR1 elements. Two of themC andR play
a crucial role in increasing the hysteresis inversion f
quency. The resistorR1 is optional: it provides a possibility
to apply a dc bias voltage to the liquid crystal or to discha
the liquid crystal cell~in case of some asymmetry! from the
electric charges accumulated on the capacitanceCp or the
capacitorC.

Now we can show how the hysteresis inversion freque
is easily changed by the variation of the external eleme
First, we consider cell No. 1 without external elements:f i
51.5 Hz atT520 °C ~note thatf i is extremely sensitive to
temperature!. With externalC and R elements, as shown in
Fig. 3~c!, but withoutR1 , the inversion frequency increase
dramatically. The optical transmittance voltage forms a
shown in Fig. 4. With an additional capacitorC522 nF
alone, the frequency is shifted from 1.5 to 8.9 Hz. Wh
resistors eitherR5180 or 82 kV are connected in parallel to
the cell, the inversion frequency is further shifted up to
and 159 Hz, respectively.f i is increased by two orders o
magnitude, e.g., 106 times, and the role of theRCconstant is
evident. The frequency dependence of the threshold volt
for the latter combination is displayed as curve 2 in Fig.

The second example is even more demonstrative. Cell
2 is a standard 2-mm-thick ~area A50.16 cm2! cell filled
with a Chisso CS-1025 mixture~see Table I! having a low
value of spontaneous polarization. For such a cell no V-sh

er.
1-4
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FIG. 4. V-shape optical trans
mittance of cell No. 1~FLC-422,
d51.7mm, two 80-nm-thick
polyimide layers! in different re-
gimes: ~a! without external ele-
ments,f i51.5 Hz; ~b! with exter-
nal capacitor C522 nF, f i

58.9 Hz; ~c! with external ca-
pacitorC522 nF and external re-
sistor R5180 kV, f i599 Hz; ~d!
with external capacitorC522 nF
and external resistorR582 kV,
f i5159 Hz. Temperature 20 °C.
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switching is expected from any model discussed in the
erature. But in fact, when the Chisso material is fresh
hysteresis inversion frequency was found to be at a very
frequencyf i50.7 Hz. However, when cell No. 2 was fille
with an aged and a more conductive material~smallRLC!, as
expected from the above consideration, the V-shape swi
ing is observed at a higher frequency 3.5 Hz. With an ex
nal capacitorC52.7 nF, the hysteresis inversion frequen
increases 150 times and reaches 530 Hz, a value that
never been reported in the literature. The frequency dep
dences of the coercive field for both cases, with and with
the capacitor, are very similar to those shown in Fig. 2.

The experiments with external capacitors allow measu
ments of the voltage on the FLC layer and follow the elect
optical hysteresis as a function of the voltage across
layer. Indeed, if a cell has no insulating layers at all and
voltage divider shoulder necessary for V-shape switching
formed by an external capacitance, we can measure the s
electro-optical response as a function of two different ar
mentsU andULC as shown in Fig. 3~a!. However, to observe
an electro-optical response we need at least one very
aligning polyimide layer. In this case we used a 2-mm-thick
cell No. 3 with a thin polyimide layer (dp'40 nm) on one of
the plates. The cell was filled with the pitch compensa
mixture FLC-36~see Table I!. In this cell the inversion of
hysteresis takes place at frequencyf i50.25 Hz. When an
external capacitorC522 nF is connected in series with th
same cell, a typical V-shape switching is observed at an
most 100 times higher frequencyf i521 Hz. At this fre-
quency the aligning layer impedance may be neglected
the only reason for the V-shape electro-optical response
change in the voltage on the FLC cell, which is controll
solely by the external capacitor.
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In Fig. 5 the form of the external voltage,U, the form of
the repolarization current oscillogram,I p , and the form of
the voltage on the liquid crystal cell,ULC , are presented. It is
well seen that the shape ofULC is quite different fromU.
This difference modifies the hysteretic behavior of the F
layer and the shape of the current oscillograms. For exam
flat peaks ofI p seen in Fig. 5 are very similar to those r
ported, e.g., by Chandaniet al. @4#. Now we can plot the
same optical transmission in two different coordinat
namely, as a function of the total voltageU and as a function
of the voltage on the liquid crystal cell,ULC : see Fig. 6. As
seen, a typical V-shape form is observed only when the
tical transmittance is plotted as a function of the total volta

FIG. 5. Wave form of the external voltageU, repolarization
current I p , and voltageULC on FLC cell No. 3 ~FLC-36, d
52 mm, one 40-nm-thick polyimide layer! connected to a generato
in series with external capacitorC522 nF.
1-5
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BLINOV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 021701 ~2002!
T(U) applied to the circuit including a capacitorC. How-
ever, a hysteresis typical for a conventional FLC’s is clea
seen in curveT(ULC). The latter is slightly asymmetric be
cause the cell has only one alignment layer. Note that
voltage on the FLC layer is considerably reduced with
spect to the total voltage and this is an inevitable price
pay for the hysteresis-free V shape of the electro-opt
switching. The same result has been obtained for sev
other cells having insulating layers of different thickness.

The possibility to controlf i over an enormous frequenc
range without any change in orientation and anchoring c
ditions for FLC materials shows that the latter conditions
factors of minor importance for performance of V-sha
cells. Therefore, our experiments do not confirm earlier m
els @10,11#, but are in accordance with more adequate co
puter modeling of FLC cells with polymer layers describ
in the last section.

VI. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
OF THE INVERSION FREQUENCY

As follows from Fig. 4, a resistor connected in parallel
a FLC cell dramatically increasesf i . Therefore, the same
effect should be achieved by a change in the resistance o
FLC layer. This can be done using a variation of temperat
without an external capacitance, just in the FLC configu
tion typical of the V-shape switching~i.e., with aligning-
insulating layers!. For this evaluation we have made cell N
4 with A51.3 cm2 and two aligning polyimide layers o
thicknessdp540 nm, one of which was buffed. The thick
ness of the cell wasd51.4mm and the FLC used wa
PBH-13 ~see Table I!.

At each temperature in the range of the smecticC* phase
we determinedRLC and f i . The dynamic resistance of th
FLC’s was measured using the repolarization current os
logram at the hysteresis inversion frequencywith the same

FIG. 6. Same optical transmittance of cell No. 3~FLC-36,
d52 mm, one 40-nm-thick polyimide layer! in different coor-
dinates: namely, as a function of the total voltageT(U) and as a
function of the voltage on the cell,T(ULC).
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triangular voltage form and amplitude as used forf i mea-
surements. For this purpose we determined the characte
slope of the pedestal in the current oscillogram which is p
portional to the FLC conductivity. It can easily be shown th
the correct values ofRLC can be obtained for large enoug
Cp ~for details see@16#!. Upon increasing temperature from
24 to 85 °C the FLC layer conductanceGLC51/RLC in-
creased from 0.01 to 4.4mS. Correspondingly, the hysteres
inversion frequency increased from 0.12 to 72 Hz. Eviden
f i follows the increase inGLC over the whole smecticC*
phase. This is seen in Fig. 7 wheref i is plotted as a function
of specific conductivitys5GLCd/A.

The dependencef i~s! is intermediate between the linea
one and the square root dependence predicted from the
oretical consideration: see Eq.~12! in Sec. VII. The deviation
from the theory can be explained by violation of the assum
tion of large enough specific conductivity at low temper
ture. However, our results unequivocally show that the m
process which controls the hysteresis inversion frequenc
which the true electro-optical V-shape switching is only o
served, is just a specific voltage distribution between
aligning layers and the FLC layers. The voltage divider
mostly determined by the capacitance of the insulating la
Cp and the resistance of the FLC layerRLC .

VII. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION OF THE
ELECTRO-OPTICAL HYSTERESIS INVERSION

From the experiments described above we can see tha
apparent V-shape electro-optical effect is controlled by t
sets of material parameters. The first group includes only
real and imaginary dynamic impedance components of b
the aligning-insulating layers and the FLC layers. These
rameters mainly determine the hysteresis inversion
quency at which the genuine V-shape switching is observ
The other group of parameters define the shape of th
curve~e.g., the optical contrast and the saturation voltage

FIG. 7. Hysteresis inversion frequencyf i as a function of the
specific conductivitys for cell No. 4 ~PBH-13, d51.4mm, two
40-nm-thick polyimide layers!.
1-6
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controlled by the tilt angleQ and the polarizationPs , re-
spectively! and the speed of response~rotational viscosity
gw!. In addition, the quality of the optical texture is also
great importance for good optical contrast. Leaving aside
technical problems, we may analyze theoretically a role
FLC material parameters responsible for a particular
quency and voltage at which the V-shape electro-opt
switching occurs.

Since it has been found that the key parameter of a wh
FLC cell is itsRCconstant, we should focus our attention
a possibility to have a proper correspondence between
different characteristic frequencies of the FLC itself~in ad-
dition to the period of the external electric fieldTE or angular
frequencyv!. These frequencies are the space charge re
ation frequenciesvsc5s/«0«, orientational relaxation fre-
quency vor5(Kq2/gw), inverse switching time a
5(PsE/gwQ2), and another inverse switching time du
solely to Ps (;Ps

2/«0gwQ2), where« is the FLC dielectric
constant,K is the elastic modulus,Ps5mQ, m is the piezo-
modulus, and 2p/q is the characteristic length for the varia
tion of the director orientation. In general, for the descripti
of the switching process in an alternating electric field,
should take into account the following system of equatio
~i! an equation for the distribution of director azimuthal o
entationw~z,t! under the influence of an electric fieldEz(z,t)
inside the LC layer,~ii ! an equation for the distribution o
Ez(z,t) which follows from the conservation law for the ex
ternal charge densityr ion and the Maxwell equation
]Dz /]z5r ion with electric displacementDz5«0Ez1Psz,
and ~iii ! a continuity equation for the concentrationcion re-
flecting the mass conservation law which reduces to the
fusion equation in the absence of an electric current.

In reality, both the electrochemical and diffusion pr
cesses are of importance near the electrodes. These proc
change the distribution of the electric potential near the
boundaries, where a space electric charge exists of the o
of the Debye lengthr D'(««0kBT/eion

2 cion)
1/2. Therefore,

they modify the boundary conditions. Due to diffusion,
ionic distributioncion(z,t) should be taken into account a
has been done, e.g., in@13#. Thus the problem is very com
plicated, and in order to simplify it, an effective fieldEi at
distances of the order ofr D from the electrodes may be de
fined and included into the equations. The diffusion can
neglected in the equation for the bulk of the FLC layer ifr D
is much smaller than the layer thicknessd. For an analytic
approach and for estimates, it is convenient to use an
proximation of the formEz(z,t)5E0 cosvt1J(z,t), where
the perturbationJ(z,t) is small if the polarizationPs is not
large. Hence we write

gQ2
]w

]t
5KQ2

]2w

]z2 1P~E0 cosvt1J!sinw, ~1!

]J

]t
1

s

«0
J2

P

«0
sinw

]w

]t
50, ~2!

and will show that the phase shift in distributionsEz(z,t)
andw(z,t) is responsible for the hysteresis phenomena d
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ing the switching process. The perturbationJ will be found
from Eq. ~2! into which the magnitudew will be substituted
as a solution of Eq.~1!. AlthoughJ is assumed to be smalle
thanE0 , our qualitative results seem to be valid even atJ
;E0 .

For estimation, we assume that the parametera is larger
than frequencyv and, correspondingly,w(z,t) smoothly
changes over the FLC layer except in the narrow surf
layers. Then the solution of Eq.~1! takes the form

w~z,t !'arctan
1

sinhS 2
a

v
sinvt D . ~3!

Near the cell boundaries, thew value can be estimated b
using an expansion

w~z,t !5Bqz1~qz!3g1~ t !1~qz!5g2~ t !1¯ , ~4!

whereB is a constant, which shows thatw50 at z50 for
strong anchoring conditions. The lengthq21 is a result of the
competition between electric and elastic forces near the e
trodes. For example, in the static situation and in the pr
ence of field Ei , from Eq. ~1! we obtain that w
52 arcsin@tan(qz)#, whereq5(PsEi /KQ2)1/2, w being equal
to zero atz50 andw5p if q21 is much less thanz. The
lengthq21 is of the order ofr D if r D is much smaller than
the other lengths. The substitution of expression~4! into Eq.
~1! allows the determination of magnitudesgk , for instance,

g152
Ba

6vor
cosvt. ~5!

In the present approximation we obtain the bulk value ofJ
from Eqs.~2!, ~3!, and~4!,

J'
4aP

«0@~s«0
2122a!21v2#

@~s«0
2122a!cosvt

1v sinvt#, ~6!

and the magnitude ofJ near the surface is

J'
BaPv~qz!4

6«0vor~s2«0
221v2!

~s«0
21 sinvt2v cosvt !. ~7!

We see from Eq.~7! that J is a rapidly increasing func-
tion of z. At zq;1, the parameters of Eqs.~6! and~7! should
be approximately equal. Thus we get a condition which
lates the characteristic frequencies in order to ensure the
larization reversal:

v2's«0
21~2a2s«0

21!. ~8!

This condition is necessary for the existence of solutions
Eqs. ~6! and ~7! and a corrected solution for anglew in the
bulk with the maximum value ofw'p. Due to the boundary
conditions and arbitrary values ofa andv, the values ofw in
the bulk can be less than the maximum one.
1-7
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The analytic estimation of transmitted light intensityI (t)
through a cell with distributionw~z,t! can be made for smal
tilt anglesQ and a corresponding weak change in the dir
tor orientation in the cell plane. In this case, we obtain,
the bulk,

I ~ t !}sin2~2c!'4Q2 cos2 w. ~9!

Here c'Q cosw is the angle which the light polarizatio
vector forms with the orientation of the director in the c
plane: the phase retardation multiplier is discarded. To
culate the functionw(t), we should substituteJ into Eq.~1!
and solve the latter for the new field valueE. This leads to
substitution of the term2(a/v)sinvt in Eq. ~3! by the term
2(a/v)sinvt2(P/gQ2)*J dt. From Eqs. ~3! and ~9! we
then obtain the intensity

I ~ t !}tanh2F a

v
sin~vt2d!G , ~10!

with 0,d,p/2. The minimum intensityI min50 satisfies the
condition

tanvt5tand'
v

~s«0
2122a!1t@~s«0

2122a!21v2#
,

~11!

with t21[(4Ps
2«0gQ2). Equations ~10! and ~11! corre-

spond to a phase shift in intensityI (t) with respect to the
voltage ULC(t) applied to the FLC layer. Therefore, the ab-
sence of hysteresis in the optical transmissionwith respect to
the total voltage applied to the cell U52U0 sin(vt2d* ),
with tand*5vRLC(Cp1CLC), corresponds to the conditio
tand5tand* .

Equation~11! determines the magnitude of the hystere
inversion frequencyv inv . For the casets/«0@1 and Cp
being not large, we obtain the following relationships fro
Eqs.~8! and ~11!:

d'ARLC~CLC1Cp!

t
!1, ainv'

s

2«0
,

ainv

v inv
}Ats

«0
@1, ULC~U0,inv!/d}tsPs /«0 ,

v inv'A 1

tRLC~CLC1Cp!
,

U0,inv'
ds

2«0

gQ2

PsCp
At~CLC1Cp!

RLC
. ~12!

Thus, in order to have hysteresis-free electro-optical swit
ing, the characteristic frequencies mentioned above mus
tightly related to each other and the hysteresis inversion
quency is an increasing function of the decreasing cap
tanceCp of the orienting layers and the resistance of the F
layer ~in agreement with Figs. 4 and 7!. Thenv inv increases
with t21/2—that is, with increasingPs and decreasing vis
cosity g. This is also in accordance with a general tenden
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found experimentally and by modeling. Besides, Eqs.~12!
shows that, in general, the hysteresis-free situation only
curs when the frequency and amplitude of the external v
age have unique values at given parameters of an FLC
alignment layers~or external circuit elements!. This is con-
firmed by numerical calculations presented in the next s
tion. In fact, Eqs.~12! describe the most suitable condition
for the effect to be observed. A deviation from tho
conditions—for example, a change inU0—must lead to less-
pronounced V-shaped switching. In reality, the distributi
w ~z,t! has a weak spatial change in the bulk and, therefo
Eqs. ~3!, ~6!, ~9!, and ~10!, corresponding to an approxima
tion for a@v, have a qualitative character.

VIII. COMPUTER MODELING

As was shown in the experimental part, the hystere
inversion frequencyf i and the particular form of the optica
transmission curveT(U) depend on the parameters of th
FLC’s and aligning layers of capacitanceC in a very com-
plicated way. To simulate this effect one has to solve two s
of equations: ~i! dynamic equations for the directo
n(t,z,U) coupled with electric current equations like Eq
~1! and~2! of the previous section, but more general, and~ii !
Maxwell equations in order to find the optical transmissi
T(t,U) for different polarization, wavelength, and coheren
of light incident onto a cell.

The main difficulties in the simulation result from the fa
that the voltage on a FLC layerULC cannot be fixed. For a
circuit shown in Fig. 3~b! one can only fix the voltage on th
cell electrodesU and let voltageULC change due to cel
switching. In this case, it is simpler to operate not with
electric fieldE(z), but with the electric displacement inde
pendent ofz. This procedure has been carried out in t
present work. The problem has been simplified in the se
that the director distortion has been treated as unidim
sional ~along thez axis! and flows were disregarded. Th
following contributions have been taken into account in t
Lagrange-Euler equations for the chiral SmC* phase: ~i! a
viscoelastic term including the molecular tilt angleQ, rota-
tional viscosity coefficientsg i , Frank moduli Kii , layer
compressibilityBc , and spontaneous twist and bend coe
cients,~ii ! an electric term including spontaneous polariz
tion Ps , dielectric tensor component« i i , and applied voltage
of arbitrary form, and~iii ! a surface term including variabl
pretilt anglesqs , azimuthalWa , and zenithalWz anchoring
energy. In the equations for the electric current, the elec
properties~capacitance and conductivity! of aligning layers
and FLC’s were taken into account~the diffusion current in
an FLC was neglected!. T(t,U) was calculated using the
Berreman matrix method and a new algorithm described
@17#. At this stage, the properties of all optical elemen
~light source, polarizers, conductive glasses, aligning lay
and FLC layer! were taken into account.

The details related to the software and numerical pro
dure are out of the scope of the present paper. Before si
lating the V-shape electro-optical regime in the cells w
rather thick aligning~dielectric! layers, we have tested th
program on simpler model cells and always had excell
1-8
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agreement with experiments. Here we show two examp
related to V-shape switching which confirm the most imp
tant conclusions of the experimental and theoretical w
presented in the previous sections.

The result of modeling made with parameters of cell N
4 at 40 °C is shown in Fig. 8. The most important parame
~group 1! were taken from independent experiments: the o
ers ~group 2! were taken from the literature, e.g.,@3#. The
parameters used are the following.

Group 1. ~a! FLC material PBH-13~40 °C!: Ps51.2
31023 C/m2, Q535°, g050.6 Pa s,« i i 53, Kii 51 pN, G
51/RLC50.07mS, helical pitch p050.2mm, n'51.521,
and ni51.726. ~b! Cell parameters and voltage:d
51.4mm, A51.3 cm2, dp540 nm ~2 polyimide layer ca-
pacitanceC550 nF!, triangular voltageUm55 V, and f
52.5 Hz.

Group 2. Pretilt angles 4° on both sides,Wa
50.05 mJ/m2 and Wz50.5 mJ/m2 on both sides, and com
pression modulusBc5100 kPa @in the Landau expansion
very close to the phase transitionTc it is equal to a(T
2Tc); far from the transition it has to be measured#.

In Fig. 8~a! the solid line corresponds to the numeric
calculation with the listed parameters and the curve w
symbols is the experimental one obtained in the course
experiment described in Sec. VI. Note that there was no
ting parameter~parameters from group 2 only slightly influ
ence the result of calculations!. There is discrepancy betwee
the cell conductivityG50.07mS used in the calculation an
the experimental value taken from the current oscillogram
40 °C (Gexpt50.12mS). SinceGexpt is a very steep function
of temperature, the coincidence of the two curves may
considered as excellent. We have repeated the same p
dure for 80 °C with independently measuredPs50.6
31023 C/m2, Q520°, g050.3 Pa s andG56.5mS and
without any fitting parameters obtained complete coin
dence of the calculated and measuredT(U) curves at hyster-
esis inversion frequencyf i565 Hz @not shown in the figure,

FIG. 8. Result of the computer modeling of cell No. 4~PBH-13,
d51.4mm, two 40-nm-thick polyimide layers, 40 °C!. ~a! Um

55 V, G50.07mS; ~b! Um515 V, G50.07mS; ~c! Um55 V,
G51 mS ~see text for other parameters!.
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because they are almost the same as the curves in Fig. 8~a!#.
The calculated curve in Fig. 8~b! differs from that of Fig.

8~a! only by the amplitude of the applied triangular voltag
~now Um515 V, parameters again taken forT540 °C!. In
this case the hysteresis inversion frequencyf i increases to 20
Hz and at the operating frequency of 2.5 Hz we can se
typical ferroelectric loop withanomaloushysteresis~marked
by arrows!. Thus the voltage dependence off i is evident, as
predicted by Eq.~12!. The calculated curve of Fig. 8~c! dif-
fers from the initial curve~a! only by the value of the cell
conductivity,G51 mS. IncreasingG also shiftsf i to the new
frequency of 25 Hz, and becausef , f i , once again we have
a pronouncedanomaloushysteresis. This demonstrates th
importance of precisely tuning of the cell conductivity to g
V-shape switching at a particular frequency.

The second example of the calculation is shown in Fig
corresponding to our best experimental cell showing V-sh
switching at frequency 100 Hz (T540 °C). The FLC mate-
rial is PBH-13, the cell thickness and the electrode areas
now 1.1mm and 1.3 cm2, respectively, and the applied vol
age isUm520 V. A higher voltage is necessary because
aligning layers are thicker (dp580 nm). Correspondingly
their capacitanceC526 nF was taken for the calculation
Figure 9~a! shows the calculated V-shape curve coincidi
with the experiment when the cell conductivity is fitted
G51.3mS. This value ofG is higher than that of the previ
ous example, but is still quite reasonable and correspond
the specific resistance of 1011 V cm. The role of the capaci
tance is seen from Fig. 9~b!: with all the other parameter
kept as in Fig. 9~a!, but for C550 nF~40-nm-thick aligning
layers!, the hysteresis inversion frequency decreases dow
49 Hz and at the operating frequency off 5100 Hz a pro-
nouncednormal hysteresis is observed, as predicted by E
~12!.

From the above consideration, it follows that for the o
timization of the cells operating in the V-shape mode o
should first choose an FLC material providing a high opti

FIG. 9. Result of the computer modeling of the cell with th
highest frequency~100 Hz! for V-shape electro-optical switching
Aligning layer capacitanceC526 nF~a! andC550 nF~b! ~see text
for other parameters!.
1-9
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transmission in the on state, which means having a large
angle and a proper thickness of an FLC layer in order
reach an optimum value ofDnd'kl/2, wherek51 ~trans-
mittive displays! or k51/2 ~reflective displays!. Then it is
necessary to optimize the capacitanceCp and increase the
conductivity of the material~e.g., by doping or by increasin
the temperature! to maximize the hysteresis inversion fr
quency. The spontaneous polarization may be varied wi
rather large limits, but largePs and low viscosity increase
f i . The elastic properties and the anchoring conditions se
to be important only from the viewpoint of the dark off-sta
texture which is necessary for high optical contrast.

IX. CONCLUSION

The electro-optical and the polarization switching expe
ments have been carried out with FLC surface-stabili
cells having different aligning-insulating layers as well
with the same cells combined with external resistors and
pacitors. The experiments allowed us to conclude that
thresholdless, hysteresis-free V-shape electro-optical sw
ing in ferroelectric liquid crystals is observed, strictly spea
ing, only at the hysteresis inversion frequencyf i and is an
apparent and not a real effect. The switching of the direc
in a liquid crystal layer atf i has a well-pronounced thresho
and a normal hysteresis. The latter can be easily observ
the optical transmittance is plotted as a function of the v
age on the liquid crystal layer and not as a function of
total voltage on the liquid crystal cell which always includ
the inner insulating layers. Due to these layers, a volt
divider forms which includes the capacitance of the insu
.
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ing layers and the dynamic impedance~capacitance and re
sistance! of the ferroelectric liquid crystal layer. Hence th
liquid crystal layer suffers a reduced voltage with a cons
erable change of the voltage form as compared to the tr
gular voltage applied from a function generator.

This explanation of the phenomenon has been confirm
by experiments on different FLC’s with variable thickness
aligning layers and by measurements of a strong depend
of f i on liquid crystal resistance varied over three orders
magnitude. Despite all measurements being performed in
smecticC* phase, we believe that the same principle is a
valid for the antiferroelectric or other liquid crystal phas
~like SmX* ! dynamically switched between two ferroelectr
states. The theoretical consideration resulted in an analy
expression for the hysteresis inversion frequency and is c
pletely consistent with observed tendencies. Numerical
culations of the optical transmittance of FLC cells made
operation in the V-shape regime show excellent agreem
with experimental data.
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